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About This Content

The gods of Greece have been defeated, but they are not the only pantheon who has risen up against mankind. In this expansion
to MYTHEON, The gods of Egypt led by Anubis have laid siege to the city of Thebes. Only the mightiest of Stonecasters can

hope to prevail against this new threat!

The Egypt expansion requires the original Mytheon game. Purchasing the expansion gives players immediate access to all new
Egyptian stones and the new hub city of Thebes, but only the most hardened heroes (level 28 or higher) will be allowed to

venture beyond Thebes into the mysterious lands of Egypt.

Key Features

Level cap increased to 40

New hub city of Thebes to meet others and prepare your forces

New PvP dueling location

New PvP scenario

66 new stones including 3 new ultra-rare stones for each class
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A new merge combo set available for each class

The first legendary weapon is hidden in Egypt and will require perseverance and Stone Forging skills to acquire

Nearly 300 new items to find and equip, including a new Egypytian-god-themed set for each class

Still no microtransactions! Play all the content of the new MMO expansion without any additional fees
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Release Date: 19 Jan, 2016
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Art style is great, and it's a fresh take on the beat-em-up genre that's actually really fun. This is a really nice RPG with quite
unique mechanics. You can count on ~20h to finish the main story with some really challenging post game content. The story is
nice and i found the music and art to be really good. The animations are a bit lacking though, especially on the platforming
parts, but that's beeing a bit nitpicky.

Although i really enjoyed it, i must say that the beginning was pretty rough. The game begin by basically explaining you very
quickly all the different mechanics there is at once and there are A LOT: the original leveling mechanic, the different fighting
mechanics, the defense/super defense mechanic specific to each of the 3 main characters, the out of combat abilities of each
characters and many more. None of them are really complicated on their own but when the game explains all of them at once at
the begining it's more overwhelming than everything.

Because of that, the first hours of the game were mostly trying to figure out how everything worked and being overall confused.
But once you start to figure out how everything works and the story picks up the pace the whole game becomes very fun to play.
The more complex mechanics actually makes this game more interesting than the usual "spam attacks and healing items" than
most turn-based RPG have. In fact, compared to a lot of turn-based RPG, there is no need for a lot of grinding in this game. Just
killing most of the enemy you encounter is enough to finish the game without too much trouble.

If this scares you, know also that at the begining of the game you can choose easier difficulties with simplified mechanics.

Overall, once i went through the rough beginning i really enjoyed my time with the game and i think it's really worth the asking
price. I really recommand it if you're into this kind of game.. The angry king looks exactly like my boss, and he chases me in the
same way on the deadline day. 10\/10. Do you like kittens?
How about artsy things?
Are you a fan short games?
Do you like free games?
Do you enjoy achievements that are easy to get?
If you answered 'yes' to these questions, this game is for you.. I love this game, just look at my reccomendation.

(Game has potential do not buy yet, i got it for free and still a waste of money.)
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Overall it's very nice game, except it crashes more than EuroNCAP. Also A.L is on the same level as their crash test dummies.
. Holy♥♥♥♥♥♥!! did this take me back to those days in high school. this whole VN was me almost reading my life prolems in
high school. the writer of this one must have had these happen to them. from the way it was wrote. this i will say you can buy at
full price if you have left high school and what to remember those times and all the♥♥♥♥♥♥you went though get it. if your
still in school buy on sale. this is a VN i feel those who have left high school can read and go♥♥♥♥♥♥i remember when i had
that♥♥♥♥♥♥happen to me in my younger days. all and all it is a good VN.. This game is pretty much like that THEHUNTER
game with horrible graphics, but I would still play this game over that game.

Why

-its only 10$
-you dont have to buy permits for animals
-its a realistic hunting sim, and is far from any arcade hunting game.. Terrible performance.. steamvr is constantly giving the red
watching to say the application is unresponsive.. I just started playing the game, I didn't expected to be good, but it is definetly a
good surprise.
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